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A.A. LINKS MEN OF MANY TRADES

An A.A. Battery in South Wales furnishes an example of the way in which

men of widely varying pre-war interests and occupations work together in the

common task, of destroying the Luftwaffe.

The Battery has complete detachments all recruited from a single trade.

One gun crew consists entirely of men previously employed in the printing

trade, while a predictor crew is representative of the London Stock Exchange,
the London Midland and Scottish Railway and a London cartage company.

In the same battery a chimney sweep load a bed" next to a pork butcher,
while on the other side of the hut was a director of four London companies

whose salary ran into four figures.

In another battery, one of the lorry drivers had a large civilian law

practice. The senior N.C.O. was a turf accountants clerk.

One gunner spent five years of his life in a West African jungle; a

second tells of a thrilling life in Central America.

With three other white men ho had lived for two years in the wilds,

carrying out experiments for the National Science Society of America.

In the same unit was a gold prospector whose adult life had been spent

combing the rivers of Wost Africa, while two others had run away from home

early in life and subsequently engaged in sheep rearing in Australia.

Until the war started a bombardier had lost all sense of time on a

lonely island in the Pacific, acting as agent for an Australian firm

specialising in the export of a local bean.

A clerk in a Chilean saltpetre mine, a tourist agency manager from Madrid

and a brace of former mercantile marine men complete the picture - wanderlust

confined to an A.A. site.

And side by side with these much-travelled men of the A.A. was the city
clerk whose fourteen days annual holiday usually meant a visit to Brighton

or the rolling sands of Cleethorpes, and the simple country labourer who had

never seen the sea until the tocsin of war propelled him into the Army,

A strange assortment.

But A.A. never fails to forge the link that binds - the team spirit and

the will to victory.
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